
Say each word in the box. What           
common sound do you hear? 
Spell each word to yourself. 

picture     fixture      pitcher     amateur      catcher   
adventure       nature        mixture        creature     

culture     lecture     structure     teacher      vulture   
gesture      literature      furniture       churn     church 

The sound of chur is spelled in a variety of ways. 
How many different spellings can you find?  

How does your dictionary respell the words below? 
Write the respelling. 

adventure 
teacher 
culture 
furniture 

amateur 
churn 
picture 
pitcher 

(____________) 
(____________) 
(____________) 
(____________) 

(____________) 
(____________) 
(____________) 
(____________) 



Write a word that illustrates each variation of chur: 
-ture___________  -cher____________  -teur__________ 

-chur___________ 

picture     fixture      pitcher     amateur      catcher   
adventure       nature        mixture        creature     

culture     lecture     structure     teacher      vulture   
gesture      literature      furniture       churn     church 

Find a word from the box  with a cat in it and 
another with rat in it. _______________   
______________ 
Find these things in the words above: a mat,                          
a vent, a nit, an itch, and a cult. _____________ 
_____________   _______________  _______________                    
                           _______________ 



Write a word that illustrates each variation of chur: 
-ture  literature      -cher  catcher    -teur  amateur 

-chur  church 

Find a word from the box  with a cat in it and 
another with rat in it. catcher 
                                    literature 
Find these things in the words above : a mat,                          
a vent, a nit, an itch, and a cult.  
amateur  adventure   furniture    pitcher   culture  



Write a word from the box in each 
blank below. You might add an  

ending. 

picture     fixture      pitcher     amateur      catcher   
adventure       nature        mixture        creature     

culture     lecture     structure     teacher      vulture   
gesture      literature      furniture       churn     church 

1. My little brother´s flour, sugar, and water 
      ________________was an ___________in eating. 
2. Many _____________artists have  
      painted brilliant______________. 
3. The lighting____________over the  
      ______________ altar are brass. 
4. The _____________gave us a _____________on 
      sloppy homework. 
5. Even_____________have their place in 
      ______________´s plan. 
6. The Empire State Building is a ______________ 
      admired by many. 
7. He made a ________________  at the waiter to 
 get his attention.   



Write a word from the box in each 
blank below. 

You might add an ending. 

1. mixture  adventure 
2. amateur  pictures 
3. fixtures  church 
4. teacher lecture 
5. vultures nature´s 
6. structure 
7. gesture 


